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Our Vision
We offer tailored solutions for the automated digital engineering experience throughout the whole engineering process.
[image: IncQuery Suite illustration]Learn more

[image: IncQuery Autosar-UML Bridge logo]AUTOSAR-UML Bridge
Built on the IncQuery Integrator framework, our AUTOSAR-UML Bridge can streamline your automotive engineering workflow.

[image: IncQuery Validator logo]Validator
Devops-ready stand-alone applications that provide automated model quality reports, based on standard and custom rules.

[image: IncQuery Desktop logo]Desktop
Add-on to CATIA No Magic MagicDraw / Cameo Systems Modeler and lets you execute model queries locally.

[image: IncQuery Cloud logo]Cloud
An enterprise-grade, scalable application that connects engineering data silos to build a data lake.
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Digital Engineering Automation
Revolutionary tools for getting your work done faster. 
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Challenges

Today, engineers working in aerospace, automotive, biomedical and other mission critical domains face a productivity challenge that has a significant impact on cost, quality, and time-to-market.

[image: Binocular icon representing the overview IncQuery solutions offer.]Lack of overview
Along their process, organizations use a multitude of tools that often belong to different vendor ecosystems. This results in fragmentation, increased redundancy, and impeded reuse, preventing key stakeholders from maintaining their overview.

[image: Robot icon representing the automation IncQuery solutions offer.]Lack of automation
Even in a fragmented environment, engineers need to maintain flow of data across disciplines and phases. Technological limitations around ecosystem boundaries imply that the process is still document-centric, often involving manual and error-prone techniques such as copy-paste and data re-entry.

[image: Scissor icon representing the customization IncQuery solutions offer.]Lack of customization
A typical approach to working around these problems is to develop engineering tool add-ons or plug-ins in order to make exporting and importing data easier or align functionality with organization-specific requirements. However, the development and ongoing maintenance of such solutions could be challenging and expensive due to the technical limitations around tool interfaces.

[image: Open lock icon representing the openness IncQuery solutions offer.]Lack of openness
As a result, engineering organizations are faced with a dual lock-in problem. Their engineering data is locked into silos, and their custom solutions are locked into vendor ecosystems – stopping them from finding new and innovative ways of using their engineering data, as their most valuable asset.



The source of your Headache:
Disconnected Data Silos


[image: Illustration showing the struggles of traditional workflows, and how the IncQuery Suite and solutions can optimize these workflows]IncQuery’s revolutionary solutions help you to break the silos.
By adapting your existing tools to your precise needs and ensuring that your ecosystems function seamlessly, we can assist you in changing the way you approach digital engineering. Our technologies may transform time-consuming and complex engineering workflows into simple ones that follow four key concepts:

The root of the problem
... lies in proprietary and closed vendor ecosystems that rarely work seamlessly together. Therefore, customer-specific needs can only be realized with compromises that hinder productivity.

Automated
Automation is a key ingredient of any efficient and future-proof engineering process. In practice, digital engineering automation means that we turn copy-paste and data re-entry into automated push-button solutions that can move engineering data between engineering disciplines and stakeholders, such as ALM/PLM, MBSE, and detailed design tools, with full support for traceability.

Open
All of our work is carried out in a transparent, open collaboration with the customer, so we can understand and realize their requirements to their fullest. We strive to build open architectures that are easy to maintain and extend, protecting your long-term investment. We are proud contributors to open-source ecosystems.

Flexible
We build our solutions with modern technologies, so that customers can further customize and adapt them to their needs if needed. No matter what process you follow, what in-house policies you wish to implement, our solution architects and engineers will make sure that technology doesn’t get in the way.

Scalable
Building on more than 15 years of research and development, our solutions are engineered with top-notch scalability in mind. No matter how complex and large your projects are, you can count on IncQuery’s solutions coming out on top in terms of performance.



[image: Start of the illustration presenting the struggles of traditional MBSE methods]The root of the problem
... lies in proprietary and closed vendor ecosystems that rarely work together seamlessly. Therefore, customer-specific needs can only be realized with compromises that hinder productivity.

[image: The middle of the illustration presenting the struggles of traditional MBSE methods]IncQuery’s revolutionary solutions help you to break the silos.
We can help you change the way you do digital engineering, by customizing your existing tools to fit your actual needs and making your ecosystems work together seamlessly. Our products can turn tedious and complex engineering processes into convenient workflows, designed along four main principles:

[image: The part of the illustration presenting the the automation brought by IncQuery]Automated
Automation is a key ingredient of any efficient and future-proof engineering process. In practice, digital engineering automation means that we turn copy-paste and data re-entry into automated push-button solutions that can move engineering data between engineering disciplines and stakeholders, such as ALM/PLM, MBSE, and detailed design tools, with full support for traceability.

[image: The part of the illustration presenting the the openness brought by IncQuery]Open
All of our work is carried out in a transparent, open collaboration with the customer, so we can understand and realize their requirements to their full. We strive to build open architectures that are easy to maintain and extend, protecting your long-term investment. We are proud contributors to open-source ecosystems.

[image: The part of the illustration presenting the the flexibility brought by IncQuery]Flexible
We build our solutions with modern technologies, so that customers can further customize and adapt them to their needs if needed. No matter what process you follow, what in-house policies you wish to implement, our solution architects and engineers will make sure that technology doesn’t get in the way..

[image: The part of the illustration presenting the the scalabilty brought by IncQuery]Scalable
Building on more than 15 years of research and development, our solutions are engineered with top-notch scalability in mind. No matter how complex and large your projects are, you can count on IncQuery’s solutions coming out on top in terms of performance.



Integration
Ecosystems

We work in several environments and ecosystems, including open-source as well as proprietary ones. The IncQuery Suite also comes equipped with integrations and connections to a number of important tools, systems, and platforms.
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Digital Engineering automation
The Benefits

Our flagship family of products, the IncQuery Suite aims to assist all key stakeholders of the digital engineering process.

[image: Tool icon representing the system engineers.]Systems and domain engineers
[image: Magnifier icon representing the quality experts.]Quality assurance engineers
[image: Puzzle icon representing the system integrators.]Digital engineering analysts

Systems and domain engineers
Systems and Domain Engineers use SysML and other domain-specific tools (ECAD, simulation, etc.). However, current state-of-the-art solutions are insufficient in handling inconsistencies between different domain-specific models, which leads to the need for manual synchronization tasks.

[image: Abstract illustration representing the complexity of system engineers need to face]Learn more about how Handover Automation powered by the IncQuery AUTOSAR-UML Bridge Integrator can eliminate manual synchronization in automotive MBSE.
Learn More
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Quality assurance engineers
Quality Assurance Engineers work with validation and testing tools and the QA data comes from a wide range of tools. As a result, creating comprehensive QA reports often requires a lot of tedious manual work.

[image: Abstract illustration representing the complexity of quality assurance experts need to face]Learn how quality assurance can be a push-button workflow via Automated Quality Gates powered by IncQuery Validator.
Learn More
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Digital Engineering Analysts
Digital Engineering Analysts are primarily working with dashboards and reports. However, they typically have to rely on key personnel such as Requirement Engineers to gain a comprehensive understanding of the overall product evolution.

[image: Abstract illustration representing the complexity of system integrators need to face]Learn how IncQuery Desktop and Cloud can provide unparalleled power with Digital Thread Analytics
Learn More
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Our Updates
Latest News

See all news
Embracing Digital Transformation: IncQuery at ProStep IVIP Symposium 2024 
Explore IncQuery's leading-edge digital engineering solutions at the ProStep IVIP Symposium, April 10-11, MOC Munich. 

April 8, 2024
[image: Arrow pointing to the right to indicate a link to further information and content]

Explore Innovations with IncQuery at VTM 2024 in Torino 
Don't miss IncQuery's showcase at the VTM Vehicle and Transportation Technology Innovation Meetings on March 26-27 in Torino, where innovation meets expertise. 

March 22, 2024
[image: Arrow pointing to the right to indicate a link to further information and content]

Joint Presentation at Simonyi Conference by Robert Karban and István Ráth 
Robert Karban and Dr. István Ráth will discuss innovative systems engineering approaches at the BME Simonyi Conference on March 19, 2024, focusing on the development and operation of complex systems in modern industries. 

March 18, 2024
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Get in touch
Contact us to find out more about our solutions, book a discussion with our experts, enroll in our evaluation program, or request a quote.

Contact us
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Cameo Award
Modelling, Simulation & Analysis Excellence
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ISO 9001
certified
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